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HAN is led by some of the most experienced and respected health care staffing executives in the industry, who are
driven to propel the organization to becoming one of the most successful staffing companies. Guided by its core
values of quality and career advocacy, HAN remains steadfast to its commitment to career growth and development
for all team members so they may navigate their own future and grow within the company. HAN is well capitalized,
having the trust of a very sophisticated investor group, most of whom were also investors with Medical Staffing
Network and Accountable Healthcare Staffing, companies the executive team previously founded and managed.

HAN is competitive and our mission is to function as a center and leader of the Staffing Industry. HAN is a diversified
staffing solutions organization, comprised of a cohesive team of innovative people, and dedicated to providing the
highest quality situational staffing solutions with the greatest value. HAN is also certified by the Joint Commission as a
Healthcare Staffing Firm and abides by the standards set.

HAN exist to take the details of hiring off your busy plate. HAN has professional and experienced team members
ready to assist businesses throughout the entire hiring process. Interviews, background checks, and placement is the
responsibility of our staffing firm.  Companies who work with HAN save time, money and receive quality employees for
temporary and seasonal positions.

Whether the need is for short-term or long-term employees, HAN has a large inventory of employees perfect for the
position.  In-depth interviews and background checks allow our staffing firm to place the right employees with the right
company. Additionally, a variety of skill sets, including nursing, clerical, allied health, mental health and dental staff
exist amongst our employees, making it easy to satisfy companies across many industries.
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230703 Staffing Services 09/30/2026 No

230703

Andrea Goodwin Director of Sales and (800) 928-5561 Andrea.Goodwin@hanstaff.com

Andrew S. Goldwyn Chief Administrative (561) 437-4882 andy.goldwyn@hanstaff.com
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